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ABSTRACT 
     The features, findings, conclusions, and recommendations of the valuable 2009 Science report 
“Learning and Scientific Reasoning: Comparisons of Chinese and U.S. students show that 
content knowledge and reasoning skills diverge” by Bao et al. are summarized.  
     The primary feature is that Chinese and U.S. students enrolled in introductory physics courses 
for science and engineering majors in medium-rated universities were tested near the start of 
classes with the Force Concept Inventory (FCI), the Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment 
(BEMA), and the Lawson Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning (LCTSR).   
     The primary finding is that although Chinese students’ averaged scores on the FCI and 
BEMA indicated good conceptual understanding of basic physics areas, and were, respectively, 
1.9 and 2.9 standard deviations above those of U.S. students, their scores on the LCTSR were 
about the same as those of the U.S. students: at the low end of Lawson’s hypothetical-deductive 
reasoning range.  
     Bao et al. draw the conclusion that “current education and assessment in the STEM 
disciplines often emphasizes factual recall over deep understanding of science reasoning” and 
recommend that researchers and educators (1) “invest more in the development of a balanced 
method of education, such as incorporating more inquiry-based learning,” and (2) measure “not 
only content knowledge but also other factors so as to obtain a more holistic evaluation of 
students.”  
     I criticize the Bao et al. report on two counts: (1) the conclusion doesn't follow from the 
findings; and (2) the recommendations are either ambiguous, problematic, or invalid.  
     A conclusion consistent with the findings is: Average scores by both Chinese and U.S. 
freshmen on FCI, BEMA, and LCTSR indicate that K-12 STEM education in both those countries 
emphasizes factual recall over conceptual understanding and scientific reasoning.  
     Recommendations that are, in my view, less ambiguous, less problematic, and more valid are: 
K-12 educators should (1) utilize interactive engagement, inquiry, cognitive enhancement 
methods, and tests of reasoning; (2) emphasize a few fundamental concepts of STEM; and (3) 
develop age-appropriate assessments of concepts, epistemological beliefs, learning attitudes, and 
reasoning so as to formatively assess the effectiveness of their teaching methods. In addition, in 
the U.S. efforts should be made to (4) reduce poverty, (5) upgrade the education, salary, and 
prestige of K-12 teachers, and (6) establish National Education Standards.  

________________________________________ 
† The reference is: Hake, R.R. 2012. “Bao et al.’s Comparison of Learning And Scientific Reasoning In Chinese 
& U.S.  Schools: Alternate Conclusions and Recommendations,” online as ref. 66 at <http://bit.ly/a6M5y0>. 
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I. Summary of the Features, Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations of the Science Article 
by Bao et al. (2009a):  
 

A. Features 
1.  The 1995 version [Halloun et al. (1995)] of the Force Concept Inventory [Hestenes  et al. 
(1992)]; the Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment (BEMA) [Ding et al. (2006)]; and the 
24-question version [in the Appendix of Coletta & Phillips (2005)] of the Lawson Classroom 
Test of Scientific Reasoning (LCTSR) [Lawson (1978)] were administered, before any college-
level instruction was provided on the related content topics, to Chinese and U.S. students 
enrolled in introductory physics courses for science and engineering majors in medium-rated 
universities.  
 
2. According to Bao et al. (2009a,b), the Chinese students had taken algebra-based physics for 5 
years in grades 8-12, purportedly emphasizing the development of conceptual understanding and 
problem solving, but presumably of the “traditional” type: passive-student lectures, algorithmic-
problem homework & exams, and recipe labs.  
 
3. Although U.S. students study physics-related topics within other general science courses only 
one third of high-school students enrolls in a one year physics course [Hehn & Neuschatz 
(2006)], in sharp contrast to the 5 years of physics courses taken in grades 8-12 by all Chinese 
students.  Of course, the proportion of U.S. students studied by Bao et al. who took one year of 
physics is doubtless higher than one third because those students were enrolled in a science and 
engineering major courses.  On the other hand, since “interactive-engagement” * physics courses 
such as ASU’s Modeling program <http://modeling.asu.edu/>; are so rare in the U.S., most of the 
high-school physics courses taken by the U.S. students studied by Bao et al. were probably of the 
“traditional” type that contributed little to students’ conceptual understanding.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________________ 
* “Interactive Engagement” (IE) courses are operationally defined [Hake (1998a)] as:  

“those designed at least in part to promote conceptual understanding through the active 
engagement of students in heads-on (always) and hands-on (usually) activities that yield 
immediate feedback through discussion with peers and/or instructors.”  

 
Thus a hallmark of IE courses is their use of formative assessment in the sense used by Black & 
Wiliam (1998) and Shavelson (2008): 

“All those activities undertaken by teachers -- and by their students in assessing themselves -- 
that provide information to be used as feedback to modify teaching and learning  
activities.” [My italics.] 

 
Thus IE courses are not the same as “inquiry-based” courses as that term is commonly 
understood – see Eq. (4) on page 12.] 
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B. Findings 
1. Chinese students' average scores of 86% ± 14% on the FCI, and 66 ± 13% on the BEMA, 
indicate relatively good average conceptual understanding of Newtonian mechanics and E & M.  
Table III of Bao et al. (2009b) indicates that the Chinese students’ average scores on the FCI and 
BEMA tests were, respectively 1.9 and 2.9 standard deviations above the U.S. students. 
Nevertheless, the “scientific reasoning” of the Chinese students as gauged by the LCTSR scores, 
75% ± 16%, was on the low end of Lawson’s “hypothetical-deductive” thinking range. . . . 
[[assuming the association of scores with thinking ranges for the 24-question version of the 
LCTSR scales with the 12-question version as indicated in the reference to Lawson (1995)]]. . . ., 
less than might be expected for science and engineering majors. 
 
2. U.S students average scores of 49% ± 19% on the FCI, and 27 ± 10% on the BEMA, indicate 
relatively poor average conceptual understanding of Newtonian mechanics and E & M.  Their 
“scientific reasoning” as gauged by the LCTSR scores, 74% ± 18%, was on the low end of 
Lawson's (1995) “hypothetical-deductive” thinking range, just as for the Chinese students. 

 
C. Conclusion 

From findings “B-1,2” above, Bao et al. (2009a) conclude that:  
 “The results from this study are consistent with existing research [Schoenfeld (1988), Elby 
(1999), Linn et al. (2006), Zheng et al. (2008)] which suggests that current education and 
assessment in the STEM disciplines often emphasizes factual recall over deep understanding 
of science reasoning.”  

 
D. Recommendations 

1. “Because students ideally need to develop both content knowledge and transferable reasoning 
skills, researchers and educators must invest more in the development of a balanced method of 
education, such as incorporating more inquiry-based learning [Zimmerman (2007), Adey & 
Shayer (1990), Lawson (1995), Benford & Lawson (2001), Marek & Cavallo (1997), and Gerber 
et al. (2001)] that targets both goals.” 

 
2. “As much as we are concerned about the weak performance of American students in TIMSS 
<http://nces.ed.gov/timss/> and PISA <http://www.pisa.oecd.org/>, it is valuable to 
inspect the assessment outcome from multiple perspectives. With measurements on not only 
content knowledge but also other factors, one can obtain a more holistic evaluation of students, 
who are indeed complex individuals.” 
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II. Criticism #1: The Conclusion of Bao et al. Doesn't Follow From Their Findings 
Conclusion "IC" above is, to repeat:  

“current education and assessment in the STEM disciplines often emphasizes 
factual recall over deep understanding of science reasoning” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (IC)  
 

does NOT follow from findings “IB-1,2” above (paraphrasing):  
 
“Chinese students' average scores on the FCI and BEMA indicate relatively  
good average conceptual understanding of Newtonian mechanics and E & M,  
but their average scores on the LCTSR indicate that their ‘scientific thinking?’  
was on the low end of Lawson's ‘hypothetical-deductive’ thinking range.” . . . . . . . . . . . (IB-1) 
 
“U.S students average scores on the FCI and BEMA indicate relatively  
poor average conceptual understanding of Newtonian mechanics and E & M.  
Their average scores on the LCTSR indicate that their ‘scientific reasoning’ was  
on the low end of Lawson's ‘hypothetical-deductive’ thinking range”. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .(IB-2)  
 

 
A. Scores on Concept Inventories Gauge Students’ Conceptual Understanding,  
       NOT Factual Recall 

The reason that conclusion (IC) doesn't follow from findings (IB-1,2) is that scores on the FCI 
and BEMA, as is the case for other Concept Inventories 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept_inventory>, are not indicators of the degree of students' 
factual recall. Instead they are indicators of the degree of students' conceptual understanding 
(unless students are simply told the answers to questions similar to those on Concept Inventories 
or have somehow gained access to the Concept Inventories.  
 
Concept Inventories such at the FCI have been developed through arduous qualitative and 
quantitative research by disciplinary experts - see e.g., (a) “Evidence on Promising Practices in 
Undergraduate Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Education: 
Workshop on Linking Evidence and Promising Practices in STEM Undergraduate Education” 
(National Academies, 2008); and (b) “The Impact of Concept Inventories On Physics Education 
and It’s Relevance For Engineering Education” (Hake, 2011b).  

 
An example of an FCI-like question [taken from Hake (2002a)] that probes for conceptual 
understanding of Newtonian mechanics is: 

 
A student in a lab holds a brick of weight W in her outstretched horizontal palm and lifts the 
brick vertically upward at a constant speed. While the brick is moving vertically upward at a 
constant speed, the magnitude of the force on the brick by the student's hand is: 

A. constant in time and zero.  
B. constant in time, greater than zero, but less than W.  
C. constant in time and W.  
D. constant in time and greater than W.  
E. decreasing in time but always greater than W. 
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Note that the responses include as distractors not only “D,” the common Aristotelian 
misconception that “motion requires a net force,” but also other, less common student 
misconceptions, “A” and “E,” that might not be known to teachers lacking “pedagogical 
content knowledge” [Shulman (1986, 1987)]. The present distractors are based on my 
years of listening to students as they worked through the experiments in Socratic Dialogue 
Inducing Lab #1 “Newton's First and Third Laws” (Hake 2001). For actual FCI questions, 
the distractors were usually gleaned through careful qualitative research involving 
interviews with students and the analysis of their oral and written responses to mechanics 
questions. 
 
Judging from the results of my survey “Interactive-engagement vs traditional methods: A 
six-thousand-student survey of mechanics test data for introductory physics courses” 
[Hake (1998a)], after a traditional “TRAPT” (TRansmission to A Passive Target”) physics 
course, probably only about 50% of students would give the correct answer: “C. constant 
in time and W.”  
 

In sharp contrast to the above conceptually-oriented question, an example of a traditional exam 
question that probes for “factual recall” is: 

 
Newton's Second Law is: 

A. F = 0  
B. F = mv  
C. F = ma  
D. F = constant  
E. F = m (mv) 

 
After a traditional “TRAPT” physics course, probably about 99% of students would parrot the 
correct answer: “C. F = ma.”  But 99% would probably not have the vaguest idea of the 
operational meanings of F, m, or a – see "Laws of Classical Motion: What's F? What's m? 
What's a?" [Weinstock (1961)]; “ ‘What's F? What's m? What's a?’: A Non-Circular SDI-TST- 
Lab Treatment of Newton's Second Law” [Hake & Wakeland (1997)]; and “Helping Students to 
Think Like Scientists in Socratic Dialogue Inducing Labs” [Hake (2012b)].   

 
The unfortunate conflation of “factual recall” and “conceptual understanding” in Bao et al. 
(2009a,b) has been propagated in the media - to the detriment of the public’s understanding of 
educational issues - in e.g.: (a) Bao’s NPR interview “Learning Facts vs Learning to Reason” at 
<http://bit.ly/9eYSdc>; (b) the Ohio State news release “Study: Learning Science Facts Doesn’t 
Boost Science Reasoning” [Gorder (2009)]; (c) the Inside Higher Ed report “Blinding Them With 
Science” [Moltz (2009)]; (d) the Science Daily (2009) report “College Freshmen In US And China: 
Chinese Students Know More Science Facts But Neither Group Especially Skilled In Reasoning”; 
and (e) “Explaining the Reasoning-Fact Gap” [Carlson (2009)].  
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Thus, in my opinion conclusion "IC" should have been phrased something like:  
 
“current education and assessment in the STEM disciplines often emphasizes 
CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING over deep understanding of science reasoning” . . .  (IC*)  

 
Although conclusion “IC*” now follows logically from findings “IB-1,2” it is nevertheless 
problematic on at least two counts:  

1. As Paul Gross (2009) put it:  
“Although  [Bao et al. (2009a)] refer to the physics courses, especially those taken by the 
Chinese students, as emphasizing ‘conceptual physics understanding and problem-solving 
skills,’ the researchers do not, apparently, include conceptual understanding and problem-
solving skills within scientific reasoning ability. For this old subscriber to Science, such an 
exclusion is incomprehensible.”  

 
Bao et al.’s exclusion of “conceptual understanding and problem-solving skill” from 
“scientific reasoning” is also, I suspect, incomprehensible to most physicists if (a) “conceptual 
understanding” means, e.g., understanding of Newtonian mechanics as gauged, for example, 
by scores on tests of conceptual understanding such as the FCI; and if (b) “problem-solving 
skill” means, e.g., ability to solve non-algorithmic problems, as gauged, for example, by 
scores on the Mechanics Baseline test of Hestenes & Wells (1992)]. 

 
2.  It is probable that neither Chinese nor U.S. K-12 physics courses emphasize conceptual 
understanding:  

a. In U.S. schools, physics per se is not generally taught in the K-8 grades.  Physics may be 
taught in grades 9-12, but such courses are usually of the “traditional” type and do not 
emphasize conceptual understanding – I suspect that “interactive engagement” courses 
such as ASU’s Modeling program <http://modeling.asu.edu/>, which do emphasize 
conceptual understanding, constitute only a very small percentage of grade 9-12 physics 
courses in the U.S. 

 
b. Despite what might be concluded from the relatively high FCI scores reported by Bao et 
al. (2009a,b) for the Chinese freshmen in their study, it’s probable that Chinese schools 
generally do not emphasize conceptual understanding.  This is suggested by the fact that 
after taking physics for five years, the average FCI score for Chinese students studied by 
Bao et al. was 86%. As shown below, the importance of the factor 5 longer physics “soak 
time” for Chinese as opposed to U.S. students - see e.g., “Soak Time [was Academically 
Adrift?]” [Hake (2011a)] – is vitally important in assessing the results of Bao et al., a point 
previously made by PhysLrnR's Bill Goeff (2009) and John (Texas) Clement (2009).  
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B. Relatively High Scores on Concept Inventories by Chinese Freshmen Do Not Mean That 
      Chinese K-12 Education Emphasizes Conceptual Understanding  

1. Assume that the average FCI normalized gain <g> for a course with conventional physics 
instruction in China in <g> = 0.28 [assumed slightly higher than the average <g> =  0.26 for 4 
"traditional" U.S. high-school courses given in Table 1a of  Hake (1998b) because of the 
selective character of (a) Chinese education, and (b) the sampled population - science and 
engineering majors enrolled in calculus-based introductory physics courses. An FCI normalized 
gain of <g> less than 0.30 places grade 8-12 Chinese physics courses in the “low gain” region in 
comparison with the 61 courses surveyed by Hake (1998a,b) – see Fig. 1 of Hake (1998a).  
 
Here, as indicated previously the average normalized gain  <g> is defined  
  [Hake (1998a,b; 2012a) as  
 
                  <g>  = (<%post> - <%pre>) / (100 - <%pre>) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) 
 
2. Assume that for the FCI on the first year (grade 8) of Chinese physics instruction the class 
average percentage pretest score <%pre>1 = 30% (10 % above the random guessing score and 
the same as the average <%pre> for high-school courses listed in Table 1a of Hake (1998b), 
where the angle brackets <...> indicate class averages.  
 
3. Assume that <g> remains at 0.28 for all 5 years of conventional instruction.  Then it's easy to 
show by successive iterations for years i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of the equation:   

 
                       <%post>i= <%pre>i + <g> [100%-<%pre>i]. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2) 
 

that at the end of the fifth year of instruction the posttest score would be 86%, the same as given 
by Bao et al. (2009a) in their table on p. 586 as the average pretest score of freshman Chinese 
students on the FCI.   
 
Thus, even though Chinese physics instruction in grades 8-12 is by most accounts similar to 
“traditional” relatively ineffective (i.e., relatively low average-normalized-gain <g>) physics 
instruction in the U.S., the factor 5 longer soak time results in relatively good performance on 
the FCI at the end of the 5th year.  

 
4. Thus, to reiterate: the conclusion of Bao et al. (2009a,b) that:  

 
“current education and assessment in the STEM disciplines often emphasizes 
factual recall over deep understanding of science reasoning” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (IC)  

 
even when corrected to: 

 
“current education and assessment in the STEM disciplines often emphasizes 
conceptual understanding over deep understanding of science reasoning”. .  . .(IC*)   

 
so as to be consistent with the reported Concept Inventory data, is still problematic because  

(a) it’s not clear that conceptual understanding should not be included within scientific 
reasoning ability, as pointed out by Paul Gross (2009), and  
 
(b) it’s likely that neither U.S. or Chinese grade 8-12 physics education emphasizes 
conceptual understanding.  
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III. Criticism #2: Recommendation “ID-1” Is Ambiguous 
Recommendation “ID-1” above is (paraphrasing): 

“To promote both content knowledge and transferable reasoning skills,  
a balanced method of education incorporating more inquiry-based  
learning  [Zimmerman (2007), Adey & Shayer (1990), Lawson (1995),  
Benford & Lawson (2001), Marek & Cavallo (1997), and Gerber et al. (2001)]  
that targets both goals should be developed.” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . (ID-1) 
 

A. What Do Bao et al. (2009a) Mean By “Content Knowledge”?  
Is it  “figurative (or declarative) knowledge,” “operative (or procedural) knowledge,” both, or 
neither? The late Arnold Arons (1983) wrote [bracketed by lines “AAAA. . . .”; my insert at “. . . 
.[[insert]]. . . . .”; my italics]:  

 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Researchers in cognitive development describe two principal classes of knowledge.  
Figurative (or declarative) and operative (or procedural) [Anderson (1980); Lawson (1982)]. 
. .  [[Caution – in the mathematics education literature see e.g., Kilpatrick et al. (2001) 
“procedural knowledge” means, e.g., knowledge of a mathematical procedures such as “invert 
and multiply” to compute [(a/b)/(c/d)] without necessarily knowing the rationale for the 
operation, thus nearly the opposite of what “procedural knowledge” means to cognitive 
researchers – see below]]. . . . Declarative knowledge consists of knowing “facts”; for 
example that the moon shines by reflected sunshine, that the earth and planets revolve around 
the sun, that matter is composed of discrete atoms and molecules; that animals breathe in 
oxygen and expel carbon dioxide. Operative knowledge, on the other hand, involves 
understanding the source of such declarative knowledge (How do we know the moon shines 
by reflected sunlight? Why do we believe the earth and planets revolve around the sun when 
appearances suggest that everything revolves around the earth? What is the evidence that the 
structure of matter is discrete rather than continuous? What do we mean by the names 
“oxygen” and “carbon dioxide” and how do we recognize these as different substances?) and 
the capacity to use, apply, transform, or recognize the relevance of declarative knowledge in 
new or unfamiliar situations.   
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

 
The above italicized sentence indicates that Arons regarded “operative knowledge” as including 
“transferable reasoning skills.” But recommendation “ID-1” seems to imply that: “content 
knowledge” does not include “transferable reasoning skills.” So I suspect (please correct me if 
my suspicion is wrong) that for Bao et al. (2009a,b):  
 

              “Content Knowledge” = “declarative knowledge” = “factual knowledge”. . . . (3)  
 

Paul Gross (2009) came to a similar conclusion regarding the use of “content knowledge” by 
Bao et al..  Gross wrote:  

“[To Bao et al. (2009a)] scientific reasoning is not simply subsumed under content; the 
authors’ use of ‘content’ implies that, for them, the word means something like just the 
facts, ma’am—with perhaps some very ad hoc concept juggling and problem solving.”  
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Furthermore: 
a. “Interactive Engagement” (IE ) courses which emphasize conceptual understanding 
often stress “transferable reasoning skills” - see e.g.: (a) “Learning to Think Like Scientists 
with the PET Curriculum” [Otero & Gray (2007)]; (b) “Are Most People Too Dumb for 
Physics?” [Lasry et al. (2009)]; and (c) “Helping Students to Think Like Scientists in 
Socratic Dialogue Inducing Labs” [Hake (2012b)].  
 
b. At least some IE courses DO enhance scientific reasoning as measured by the LCTSR - 
e.g.: “Addressing Barriers to Conceptual Understanding in IE Physics Classes” (Coletta &  
Phillips, 2009)] for university classes; “Influence of Three Different Methods of Teaching 
Physics on the Gain in Students’ Development of Reasoning” (Marusic & Slisko, 2012) for 
a high-school class.  

 
Lasry et al. (2009) wrote (see their article for the detailed references):  

“In physics, there is a long tradition of modeling and explicitly teaching problem-solving 
skills. Students are encouraged not only to solve problems but reflect on the process. This 
thinking about one’s thinking, or metacognition, whereby one monitors and reflects upon 
his or her thinking, is extremely helpful in learning science and mathematics. Furthermore, 
metacognition is also a common characteristic of expertise across domains [Bransford et 
al. (2000)]. Thus, reflecting on the thinking involved in context-rich problem solving 
develops metacognitive skills, which is one of the hallmarks of experts . . . .[[and scientific 
thinking]]. . . , regardless of their domain.” 

 
B. What Do Bao et al. (2009a) Mean By “Inquiry-Based Learning”?  

In my opinion, the term inquiry-based learning, is, without an operational definition, essentially 
meaningless. The same can be said of other educational catch phrases, e.g.: active learning, 
cooperative learning, direct instruction, discovery learning, hands-on activities, etc. 
Paraphrasing Klahr & Li (2005): 
 

“those engaged in discussions about implications and applications of educational research 
should focus on clearly defined instructional methods and procedures, rather than vague labels 
and outmoded –isms.”  

 
See also: (a) “Language Ambiguities in Education Research” [Hake (2008)]; (b) “Education 
Research Employing Operational Definitions Can Enhance the Teaching Art” [Hake (2010a)]; 
and (c) the attempt by Minner et al. (2009) to operationalize the term “inquiry-based science 
instruction” in “Inquiry-based science instruction—what is it and does it matter?” as discussed in 
“Re: Metastudy on impact of inquiry in K-12” [Hake (2010b)].   

 
Because (a) Bao et al. (2009a,b) do not give an explicit definition of “inquiry-based learning,” 
and (b) there are numerous and conflicting definitions of “inquiry-based learning” – se e.g., 
“Reforming Science Teaching: What Research Says About Inquiry” [Anderson (2002)] - one 
must assume that the meaning intended by Bao et al. is reflected in the references given by them 
for that term: Zimmerman (2007); Adey & Shayer (1990); Lawson (1995); Benford & Lawson 
(2001); Marek & Cavallo (1997); and Gerber, Cavallo, & Marek (2001). Considering each of 
these references: 
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a. Zimmerman’s (2007) review focusses “on the reasoning and thinking skills involved in 
students’ scientific inquiry, such as hypothesis generation, experimental design, evidence 
evaluation and drawing inferences.”  
 
b. I could not locate Bao et al.’s reference to “Adey & Shayer (1990)” – it may be a typo for 
“Adey & Shayer (1994) – but Shayer & Adey (2002) on pp. 4-6 of Learning Intelligence: 
Cognitive Acceleration across the Curriculum from 5 to 15 Years imply that “Cognitive 
Acceleration” attempts to set up environments “likely to provide maximal stimulation to the 
intellect” as suggested by the developmental psychology of Jean Piaget and the socio-cultural 
psychology of Lev Vygotsky, drawing from those theories six working principles which they 
refer to as the “pillars” of cognitive acceleration: schema theory, concrete preparation, 
cognitive conflict, social construction, metacognition, and bridging. Thus it would appear that 
“cognitive acceleration,” just as “interactive engagement,” is not synonymous with “inquiry 
learning” as the term is commonly understood – see Eq. (4) on page 12. 
 
c.  Lawson (1995) considers “inquiry” on pages 155-158. He writes:  

“John Dewey was a vocal advocate of science instruction that emphasized a method of 
inquiry. Addressing the National Education Association, Dewey (1916) argued that 

 
 ‘science is primarily the method of intelligence at work in observation, in inquiry and 
experimental testing; that, fundamentally, what science means and stands for is simply 
the best ways yet found out by which human intelligence can do the work it should do, 
ways that are continuously improved by the very process of use’.  

 
But it would take more than forty years before this view of the nature of science would 
make its way into a large-scale curriculum movement, or not until the National Science 
Foundation sponsored curriculum development projects in the late 1950s and early 1960s. . 
. . . . .A survey of various teaching methods advocated in science methods text books, just 
before and during this curriculum movement echoed the emphasis on inquiry. One 
textbook even included a method called the ‘Learning Cycle’ [Heiss et al. (1950). . . . . The 
Heiss et al. learning cycle most closely approximates a hypothetical-deductive learning 
cycle: It involves generating hypotheses and their testing through the deduction of their 
consequences.”  

 
d. Benford & Lawson (2001) on page 17 wrote [see that report for the references]:  

“Inquiry Teaching – to quantify the effectiveness with which a teaching assistant used 
inquiry in the classroom, the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) [Sawada 
et al. (2000)] was used. . . . [it quantifies the extent to which science and math teachers use 
inquiry techniques as defined by the National Research Council (1990, 1995), and 
American Association for the Advancement of Science (1990, 1993), and the National 
Council for the Teaching of Mathematics (1989, 1991, 1995)” 
 
I could not locate the Benford/Lawson references NRC (1990, 1995) but National Science 
Education Standards [NRC (1996)] states: 
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“Inquiry is a multifaceted activity that involves making observations; 
posing questions; examining books and other sources of information  
to see what is already known; planning investigations; reviewing what  
is already known in light of experimental evidence; using tools to gather,  
analyze, and interpret data; proposing answers, explanations, and predictions;  
and communicating the results. Inquiry requires identification of assumptions,  
use of critical and logical thinking, and consideration of alternative explanations. 
Students will engage in selected aspects of inquiry as they learn the scientific  
way of knowing the natural world, but they also should develop the capacity  
to conduct complete inquiries” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(4) 

	  

The above definition of “inquiry” appears to be consistent with the use of the term in:  
(a) NRC's (2011b) Framework for K-12 Science Education wherein it is stated [my italics]:    

“ . . .  because the term ‘inquiry,’ extensively referred to in previous standards documents, 
has been interpreted over time in many different ways throughout the science education 
community, part of our intent in articulating the practices in Dimension 1 . . . .[[“Practices” 
Chapter 3]]. . .  is to better specify what is meant by inquiry in science and the range of 
cognitive, social, and physical practices that it requires. As in all inquiry-based approaches 
to science teaching, our expectation is that students will themselves engage in the practices 
and not merely learn about them secondhand. Students cannot comprehend scientific 
practices, nor fully appreciate the nature of scientific knowledge itself, without directly 
experiencing those practices for themselves.” On page 3-5 it is stated: We consider eight 
practices to be essential elements of the K-12 science and engineering curriculum: 

(1) Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)  
(2) Developing and using models  
(3) Planning and carrying out investigations  
(4) Analyzing and interpreting data 
(5) Using mathematics, information and computer technology, and computational 
       thinking  
(6) Constructing explanations (for science) and solutions (for engineering)  
(7) Engaging in argument from evidence  
(8) Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information  

	  

 (b) McDermott et al.’s (2005)] APS Forum on Education article “Physics by Inquiry.” They 
        wrote: 

 “In all of the modules in Physics by Inquiry (PbI). . . . .[[McDermott and Physics 
Education Group (University of Washington) (1996)]]. . . .  there is a strong emphasis 
on the development of important scientific skills, such as distinguishing between 
observations and inferences, controlling variables, proportional reasoning, deductive 
and inductive reasoning, etc. PbI fosters the simultaneous development of physical 
concepts, reasoning ability, and representational skills within a coherent body of 
content. The teachers go through the reasoning in depth and are guided in synthesizing 
what they have learned into a coherent conceptual framework. Since effective use of a 
particular instructional strategy is often content-specific, instructional methods are 
taught by example. If teaching methods are not studied in the context in which they are 
to be implemented, teachers may be unable to identify the elements that are critical. 
Thus they may not be able to adapt an instructional strategy that has been presented in 
general terms to specific subject matter or to new situations.” 
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e. Marek & Cavallo (1997) in “The Learning Cycle: Elementary School Science and Beyond” 
advocate (according to the publisher's information at <http://bit.ly/zH6aDv>)  

“more than a classroom strategy; it is a philosophy of education - a model of instruction 
that can promote critical thinking and meaningful learning. It places students at the center 
of their learning experiences, encouraging them to engage in explorations, form new 
understandings, and relate those understandings to other concepts.” 

	  

f. Gerber, Cavallo, & Marek’s (2001) “Relationships among informal learning, environments, 
teaching procedures, and scientific reasoning ability,” is not available to me, but it’s probably 
safe to assume that their take on “inquiry learning” is very similar to that of Marek & Cavallo 
(1997) above.  

 
After reviewing  “a” – “f” above I suspect (please correct me if I’m wrong) that 
for Bao et al. (2009a,b):  
 

“Inquiry-Based Learning” means essentially the same as is meant in  
NRC (1996) – Eq. (4) above - plus Shayer & Adey's “cognitive acceleration”. . . . . . . .(5) 
 

Bao et al. (2009a,b) imply that “inquiry-based learning” will enhance students’ scientific 
reasoning abilities; for example Bao et al.’s (2009a) recommendation I-D1 reads:  

“To promote both content knowledge and transferable reasoning skills,  
a balanced method of education incorporating more inquiry-based  
learning  . . . . .that targets both goals should be developed.” . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  . .(ID-1) 

 
But as far as I know (please correct me if I’m wrong): 

a. There have been only two reports (both by ASU groups) containing evidence that inquiry 
courses improve students scientific reasoning as gauged by the LCTSR: “Relationships 
Between Effective Inquiry Use and the Development of Scientific Reasoning Skills in College 
Biology Labs” (Benford & Lawson, 2001), and “Changing the Culture of Undergraduate 
Science Teaching” (Wyckoff, 2001). 
 
b. There have been no reports containing evidence that “cognitive acceleration” courses 
improve students scientific reasoning as gauged by the LCTSR. 
 
c. The extent to which inquiry methods promote conceptual understanding as gauged by 
“Concept Inventories” has not been reported.  It’s not easy to see how “inquiry methods” as 
set forth in Eq. (4) could, for example, promote students’ crossover from the common-sense 
Aristotelian World of ‘motion requires a force” to the abstract counter-intuitive Newtonian 
World – see “Promoting Student Crossover to the Newtonian World” [Hake (1987)]. 
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IV. Criticism #3: Recommendation “ID-2” Is Invalid, Problematic, and Ambiguous 
Recommendation “ID-2” above is (paraphrasing): 

 
“As much as we are concerned about the weak performance of American students  
in TIMSS <http://nces.ed.gov/timss/> and PISA <http://www.pisa.oecd.org/>, it is  
valuable to inspect the assessment outcome from multiple perspectives. With 
 measurements on not only content knowledge but also other factors, one can  
obtain a more holistic evaluation of students.”. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(ID-2) 
 

The substitution of factual knowledge for content knowledge in accord with Eq. (3) on page 9 leads 
to: 

 
“As much as we are concerned about the weak performance of American students  
in TIMSS <http://nces.ed.gov/timss/> and PISA <http://www.pisa.oecd.org/>, it is  
valuable to inspect the assessment outcome from multiple perspectives. With 
 measurements on not only factual knowledge but also other factors, one can  
obtain a more holistic evaluation of students.?”. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((ID-2*) 
 

Although ID-2* is now phrased in language consistent with the rest of of Bao et al., it is: 
 
A. Invalid Because Neither TIMMS Nor PISA Measures Outcomes of ONLY Factual 
      Knowledge 

According to the “Comparing Features of the Assessments” NCES (2008?): “TIMSS 
identifies knowing, applying and reasoning as its three cognitive categories . . . . TIMSS 
includes an overarching dimension called scientific inquiry, which attempts to measure 
students’ abilities to engage in (paper-and-pencil) inquiry tasks. . . . . . The PISA science 
literacy framework also has content and cognitive dimensions. . . . . PISA’s content dimension 
includes both knowledge of the natural world (in the fields of life systems, physical systems, 
Earth and space systems, and technology systems) and knowledge about science itself 
(scientific inquiry and scientific explanations). PISA’s cognitive dimension describes 
important competencies required for scientific literacy: identifying scientific issues, 
explaining scientific phenomena, and using scientific evidence. In the PISA framework 
model, the competencies are prominent—they form the subscales for reporting,. . . .” 

 
B. Problematic Because It’s Not Clear That Factual Knowledge Can Be Separated From 
Reasoning. 

 Paul Gross (2009) in “Learning Science: Content - With Reason” wrote: 
“At least among cognitive scientists, the consensus seems to be that, ‘Just as it makes no 
sense to try to teach factual content without giving students opportunities to practice using 
it, it also makes no sense to try to teach critical thinking devoid of factual content.’. . . 
.[[“Critical Thinking: Why Is It So Hard to Teach?” (Willingham, 2007a); see also “How 
Knowledge Helps: It Speeds and Strengthens Reading Comprehension, Learning - and 
Thinking” (Willingham, 2007b)]]. . . . . Here, for ‘critical thinking,’ we may substitute 
‘scientific reasoning.’ In the relevant contexts, they mean almost the same thing: scientific 
reasoning in the absence of scientific content doesn’t make sense. Reasoning and content 
are not practically and neatly separable.” 
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Shavelson & Huang (2003) made a similar point in “Responding Responsibly To the Frenzy 
to Assess Learning in Higher Education.”  They wrote (p.13):  

“. . . we know from research that learning, at least initially, is highly situated and context 
dependent.  Only through extensive engagement, practice, and feedback within a particular 
subject area does learned knowledge become sufficiently decontextualized to enable it to 
transfer to the realm of enhanced reasoning, problem-solving, and decision-making skills 
exercises in broader or multiple domains. 

 
C. Ambiguous Because Other Factors Is Undefined 

It seems likely that among the “other factors” that Bao et al. had in mind was “scientific 
reasoning” as gauged by Lawson Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning (LCTSR) designed 
to test the degree of students’ hypothetical-deductive reasoning range. However there’s been 
disagreement as to whether or not hypothetical-deductive reasoning is the hallmark of 
scientific reasoning: 

	  

(1) Douglas Allchin (2003) in “Lawson’s Shoehorn, or Should the Philosophy of Science     
Be Rated ‘X’? ” claimed that Lawson’s (2002) interpretation of Galileo’s discovery of 
the moons of Jupiter as illustrating the role of hypothetical-deductive reasoning in 
science exhibits “several historical errors” and illustrates “how philosophical 
preconceptions can distort history and thus lessons about the nature of science.” A 
debate ensued among Lawson (2003, 2004), Allchin (2004, 2006a,b), and Brush (2004). 
See also Wivagg & Allchin (2002).  

	  

 (2) Physicist Helen Quinn (2009), in “What is science” wrote: 
“Theories and models develop over time. Based on data, they undergo a long-term 
process of testing and refinement before becoming accepted scientific explanations or 
tools in a given domain. Contrast that with the usual description of the scientific 
method, which reduces continuous and iterative theory building to the idea that one 
makes and tests hypotheses.. . . [[my italics]]. . . . The use of a broad theoretical 
framework within which each hypothesis must fit, and that gets refined by each test, is 
generally lacking in the textbook account.” 
	  

 (3) Philosopher Susan Haake (2003) in Defending Science wrote [as quoted by Gross 
   (2009)]:  

“Scientific inquiry is continuous with the most ordinary of everyday empirical inquiry. 
There is no mode of inference, no ‘scientific method,’ exclusive to the sciences and 
guaranteed to produce true, more nearly true, or more empirically adequate results. . . . 
And, as far as [science] is a method, it is what historians or detectives or investigative 
journalists or the rest of us do when we really want to find something out: make an 
informed conjecture about the possible explanations of a puzzling phenomenon, check 
how it stands up to the best evidence we can get, and then use our judgment whether to 
accept it, more or less tentatively, or modify, refine, or replace it.”  
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(4) Philip Adey (2010), in “Thinking in Science – Thinking in General?” wrote [see his 
article for references other than Demetriou et al. (1992) (now available in a 1994 
paperback)]: 

 “Intuitively . . . a total separation of different types of thinking does not seem plausible 
and in fact the psychological evidence is clear (Anderson, 1992; Carroll, 1993) that 
there is always a significant correlation between higher level thinking across all 
different subject domains. Notwithstanding claims for completely independent ‘multiple 
intelligences’, all of the evidence points to the existence of one general intellectual 
processing mechanism (general intelligence, or ‘g’), which is supplemented by a range 
of specialised abilities such as verbal, quantitative, and spatial (Demetriou, Gustafsson, 
Efklides, & Plastidou, 1992).” 

	  
(5) Albert Einstein (1936), in Physics and Reality wrote:  

“The whole of science is nothing more than a refinement of everyday thinking. It is for 
this reason that the critical thinking of the physicist cannot possibly be restricted to the 
examination of concepts from his own specific field. He cannot proceed without 
considering critically a much more difficult problem, the problem of analyzing the 
nature of everyday thinking.” 

	  
 (6) Paul Gross (2009) in “Learning Science: Content - With Reason,” identifies “scientific 
reasoning” with “inquiry.”  He wrote:  

“Scientific reasoning goes by different names, one of the most favored being "inquiry," 
as in "inquiry-based learning." This type of science study is so well established in the 
United States that a book-length retrospective and prospective account of inquiry-based 
science standards was published by the U.S. National Research Council nearly a decade 
ago [NRC (2000)]. . . . . . .  The current Science Framework for the National 
Assessment of Educational Progress [NAGB (2009)] reflects that preoccupation by 
dividing attention between science content and science practices. Of the latter, there are 
four, each preceded by an action verb: “identifying” or “using.”   The “using” 
statements are explicit reasoning skills.  . . .  .[More recently see the Framework for K-
12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas  [NRC 
(2011b)] and reviews by Helen Quinn (2011) and Paul Gross (2011).] 
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But regardless of whether or not hypothetical-deductive reasoning is considered to be the 
hallmark of scientific reasoning, it’s important that students develop reasoning skills, as well 
stated by Anton Lawson (2010) in his review of College Teaching and the Development of 
Reasoning [Fuller et al. (2009)]: 

“. . . . the problem initially identified by McKinnon and Renner (1971) remains. Far too 
many college freshmen enroll with poorly developed reasoning skills. And most college 
and university instructors are still unaware of the extent of the problem and its solution. So 
they continue to emphasize the transmission of information to the detriment of 
student intellectual development. Unfortunately, in the USA at least, most college 
instructors are not hired for their pedagogical awareness and expertise. Rather they are 
hired for their subject matter and research expertise. So they continue in their ignorant bliss 
to teach the wrong things in the wrong way. And future teachers continue to teach as they 
have been taught. . . . .[My italics.]. . . .Consequently, in spite of near universal agreement 
among pedagogical experts that a serious problem remains and that a pedagogical solution 
exists, no easy way has been found to implement that solution on the broad scale that is 
necessary. Nevertheless, a good start could be made by making the present book required 
reading for all college and university instructors.” 

 
V. A Conclusion Consistent With the Findings of Bao et al. 

The average scores by both Chinese and U.S. freshmen on the Force Concept Inventory (FCI), the 
Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment (BEMA), and the Lawson Classroom Test of Scientific 
Reasoning (LCTSR) indicate that K-12 STEM disciplines in both China and the U.S. often 
emphasize factual recall over conceptual understanding and scientific reasoning.  
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VI. Recommendations to Enhance the Effectiveness of K-12 Education That Are Less 
Ambiguous and More Valid Than Those of Bao et al.  ......................................................................... 

A. For K-12 Educators and Researchers 
To promote not only factual recall, but also conceptual understanding, transferable reasoning   
abilities, and understanding of scientific method, K-12 educators and researchers should: 

(1) Utilize:  
 (a) “interactive engagement” [“Lessons from the Physics Education Reform Effort” 
          (Hake, 2002a]; 
 (b) “inquiry” [National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996)], Framework for K-12 
          Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas  
          (NRC 2011b)];   
 (c) “cognitive acceleration” [Learning Intelligence: Cognitive Acceleration across the 

Curriculum from 5 to 15 Years (Shayer & Adey, 2002); “Re: Cognitive Acceleration” 
(Hake (2011c)]; and “cognitive modifiability” [“Instrumental Enrichment - An 
Intervention Program for CognitiveModifiability” (Feuerstein et al., 1980); 
“Feuerstein's Instrumental Enrichment”(Hake, 2011d); “Re: active learning needs a 
theory” (Hake, 2006b)]; 

(d) tests of reasoning (see “3d” below) to gauge the cognitive level of students.  
 

(2) Emphasize a few fundamental concepts of STEM [“Towards Coherence in Science 
          Instruction: A Framework for Science Literacy” (Schmidt et al., 2011)]. 
 
(3) Develop (where necessary) K-12 versions of the assessments that have been used 
         primarily for undergraduates - shown below within square brackets [...]:  

(a) concepts [“Evidence on Promising Practices in Undergraduate Science, Technology,  
         Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Education” (National Academies, 2008)]; 
(b) epistemological beliefs [“Epistemological beliefs assessment for physical science” 
        (Elby et al., undated];  
(c) learning attitudes [“New instrument for measuring student beliefs about physics and  
         learning physics: The Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey” (Adams et 
          al., 2006)];  
(d) reasoning tests, e.g.: [“Lawson Classroom Test of Scientific Reasoning (Lawson, 
         1978); “Critical thinking Assessment Test” (CAT, 2011); “Collegiate Learning 
         Assessment” (CAE, 2012); “Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal” (COD, 

                            2012); “The California Critical Thinking Skills Test (Facione, 1990); “Health 
                            Sciences Reasoning Test” (IA (2012); 

all the above assessments “a” – “d” so as to formatively assess the effectiveness of teaching 
methods – not to be confused with the counter productive summative assessment mandated 
by the “No Child Left Behind” (NCLB) act – see e.g. The Death and Life of the Great 
American School System: How Testing and Choice Are Undermining Education [Ravitch 
(2011)]. Here “formative” is used in the “Joint Committee on Standards for Educational 
Evaluation” [JCSEE (1994)] sense: “Formative evaluation is evaluation designed and used 
to improve an object, especially when it is still being developed.” 
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B. For Those Concerned With K-12 Education in the U.S.  
(4) reduce poverty [“The Overriding Influence of Poverty on Children’s Educational  
         Achievement” (Hake, 2011e, and references therein)];  
  
(5) upgrade the education, salary, and prestige of K-12 Teachers [“The Need For Improved 

Physics Education of Teachers” (Hake, 2000a); “The General Population’s Ignorance of 
Science Related Societal Issues: A Challenge for the University” (Hake, 2000b); 
 “Whence Do We Get the Teachers - Response to Madison” (Hake, 2002b); 
A Good Teacher in Every Classroom: Preparing the Highly Qualified Teachers Our 
Children Deserve (Darling-Hammond, 2005); Preparing Teachers for a Changing World: 
What Teachers Should Learn and Be Able to Do (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005); 
“Diane Ravitch shares her views on education reform” (Gutierrez, 2012)]; and 

 
(6) establish National Education Standards [“National Education Standards for the United 
States?” (Hake, 2009); International Lessons About National Standards (Schmidt, Houang, & 
Shakrani, 2009); “Soaring Systems: High Flyers All Have Equitable Funding, Shared 
Curriculum, and Quality Teaching” (Darling-Hammond, 2010-2011)].  
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